
1. What have you done to prepare for the role you are campaigning for?

-I have spent the last 2.5 years serving the community on Town council. This has entailed countless

hours of research, learning policies and procedures and best practices. This position requires constant

learning and growth.

2. How would you be transparent to your constituency and help to educate both the residents and

council?  - I would continue to promote our live streaming of meetings and investing in our equipment

to allow for resident to easily access our information. I would continue to utilize the position of our

communications officer to convey current events. I would push to have all meetings with Clearwater

County live streamed and vote to have any and all of the negotiations released to the public. I would

continue my open door policy where I am available to the residents who want to voice their concerns,

either in person or on a phone call.

3. How would you address the three top priorities as recognized by the Rocky Chamber

Membership?

a. Economic Development – continue to promote our area via print, radio, and tv like what

was done this last year. Continue to actively seek out new business opportunity and take steps to cut 

red tape for developers. Push to have owners of vacant land on hiway 11 do something with the 

property or sell to willing developers. Ensure any new developments have time lines attached to them 

to encourage the developers to actually do the work instead of sit on the land.  

b. Regional Collaboration -we have had some successes in the last term making lasting

agreements with the County, even been recognised as an example to other municipalities who are 

struggling with agreements.  I believe we need to have a common goal to work towards and that is 

where some of the collaboration with the  County breaks down. The Town and County have different 

visions on what they see as the future of the area. I believe if we can come up with a common goal and 

vision, we will be able to work together. I will continue to push for transparency in negotiations and I 

will continue to push for what is the most appropriate for our residents.  

c. Crime and Community Safety- Continue with our policing committee and keep the

dialog open with the Staff Sargent of our local detachment. Continue to negotiate with the provincial 

Gov’t for a fair deal when it comes to police costs. Continue to have our town officers trained and 

equipped to do their jobs to the best of their abilities. Start looking at the root of crime, not the crime 

itself. Homelessness and drug abuse need to be addressed in our community. 

4. How would you assist with establishment of new businesses, events and promoting tourism in

our community? -We now have a beautiful recreation area down at the NSRP that we can promote as an

event destination. We have the ability to host concerts and large events down there, and now that the

road has been changed, we are no longer restricted on event numbers. Continue to have our economic

development office reach out to different media sources to promote our area. With the revamped Land
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Use Bylaw we have made it easier for business to relocate or even have home based business. Continue 

to work with the Chamber to accommodate business needs and requests. 

5. What do you believe are your municipalities three main priorities for the incoming council? If 

elected, how do you plan to implement change?  

1. Economic development 

2. Crime and community safety 

3. Simplifying business and red tape 

 

The only way to make change is by listening to what the residents of Rocky want. We need to listen and 

be willing to work with the rest of council, as well as our neighbouring municipalities. We have done a 

lot of great work with the new updated Land Use By-law, as well as the municipal development plan, we 

need to continue to showcase these advancements and encourage new developers. Continue to work 

hard making relationships stronger and commit to finding new working relationships to expand our 

business offerings.  

 

 


